
 

 

 

Update/Feature Description 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Dashboard >> New UI and new 

menu options 

 

The Dashboard module in the Contify platform now also supports donut charts and 

has improvements in column charts. 

Users can now also choose the legend position. The overall widget UI is updated to 

be compatible with 1x1 grid size as well. 

 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Newsfeed >> Add Insight >> 

Display name of the user in 

Newsfeed widgets 
 

 

When Primary Intel is added, the user name is now also displayed in the Newsfeed 

widget on Contify platform Dashboards. This is an extension of the feature where the 

user name is displayed on Newsfeeds and Newsletters. 

 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Newsfeed >> 'Comments 

available for all users 
 

 

The ‘Comment’ feature on each news card is now an out-of-the-box offering. It will 

be available for all users of the Contify platform. 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Saved Searches Page >> Show the 

number of times a saved search is 

used 
 

 

The Saved Searches page has a new column 

introduced - ‘Widget Count’. 

This indicates how many times a certainly saved search is used in widgets across all 

Dashboards of the Contify platform - This will make it easier to delete unnecessary 

saved searches from the platform. 
 



 

 

 

NEW FEATURE 

Newsfeed >> Text formatting 

options in news card 
 

 

Users can now format the news update ‘Summary’ text field while editing each news 

card. The changes made on the news card will be reflected when the contents are 

added to newsletters or shared 

via email as alerts. 

 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Embedded Newsfeed widget >> 

Redirection 

Updated 

 
 

 

Clicking on an update in the embedded newsfeed widget of the Contify platform will 

no longer redirect users to the Contify platform. 

Users will be redirected to the original source of the article. 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Dashboard sharing notification 

 
 

 

When sharing dashboards with others, users will now have the option to notify others 

via email. 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

UI updates 
 

 

1. Dashboards: ‘Access Control’ is renamed to ‘Share’ 

2. Newsfeed: ‘Top New’ is renamed to ‘Key 

Updates’ 

3. Newsfeed: ‘Add Insight’ is renamed to ‘Add 

Update’ 

4. Smart filters date picker: ‘All Updates’ are 

renamed to ‘All Dates’ 

5. Smart filters ‘exclude’ button: New icon color and new tooltip 

 
 

 

NEW FEATURE 

Newsletters >> Rating System 
 

 

Before sending a Newsletter from the Contify platform, analysts will have the option 

to enable Newsletter Rating. The rating is based on a 5-point scale, and newsletter 

recipients have the option to provide their rating. The provided rating will be 

captured back in the system. 

 
 

 

NEW FEATURE 

Dashboards >> Copy an existing 

widget 

 
 

 

Users can now copy an existing widget in the same workspace or any other existing 

workspace. The original widget's underlying data, size, and formatting will be 

retained. 

 
 

  



 

 

 

NEW FEATURE 

Dashboards >> Download 

underlying data 
 

 

For Dataset type widgets - Users can now download the existing data behind the 

chart in a spreadsheet. This enables faster editing of dataset-type charts, without 

looking for the base file stored somewhere locally. 

 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Newsfeed >> ‘Add Update’ UI 

update and persistent icons 

 
 

 

Space optimization in the ‘Add update’ slider, to reduce the scroll and improve the 

user experience while adding updates to the Contify platform. Icon update for the 

‘back to top’ and chat icons. 

 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Admin >> Company Preference >> 

Addition of ‘Polish’ language in 

the language accessible bucket 

 
 

 

Inclusion of Polish language as one more non-English language. 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Help video links on the Contify 

platform 
 

 

The help video links available on the following pages have been updated with the 

latest link: 

1. Taxonomy builder 

2. Sourcing manager 

3. Newsletter manager 

4. User management 

 
 

 

FEATURE IMPROVEMENT 

Newsfeed >> ‘Hide source’ 

renamed to ‘Exclude source’ 
 

 

‘Hide source’ option in the news card overflow menu is renamed to ‘Exclude source’ 

for more clarity. A new validation flow is also added to avoid accidental exclusion of 

any source. 

 
 

 

NEW FEATURE 

Dashboard >> Show 'shared by' 

username for shared dashboards 

 
 

 

For shared dashboards, users will now be able to see who has shared the dashboard 

with them. 
 

 


